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EDITORIAL COMMENT

This issue of THE CATHOLIC LAWYER features the papers presented at the tenth national meeting of the Diocesan Attorneys held in May, 1974 in Washington, D.C. Of particular interest to readers should be the extensive coverage of the abortion issue as treated in three separate comments.

The papers presented at last year's meeting were also published in THE CATHOLIC LAWYER and they attracted much favorable response.¹ It has long been felt by the editors that wider distribution of the information made available to diocesan attorneys in these meetings will result in greater awareness among Catholic lay attorneys of the legal problems presently facing the parishes across our nation. Reader comment on the contents of these papers is invited by the editors and will be published in a subsequent issue.

The two year cumulative index for Volumes 19 and 20 of THE CATHOLIC LAWYER appears at the end of this issue. Reader attention is directed to the fact that THE CATHOLIC-LAWYER is also indexed currently in the INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS and the CATHOLIC PERIODICAL INDEX.

¹ 19 Cath.Law No. 4 (Autumn 1973).